
Résidence Acquarine
Réf. ACQA07****
<p>On the ground floor, facing east (sunrise), this apartment is composed of a living room (sofa bed for 2
people (140x190) + sofa bed 1 person) with a kitchen (oven 4 burners, oven, microwave, fridge / freezer,
dishwasher), a bedroom with 2 single beds (90x190), a bathroom with bathtub and washing machine, separate
toilet. The living room and the kitchen give access to a large terrace of 22m² with garden furniture. TV, Air
Conditioning, WIFI, Garage in the private basement (L 2.60m x H 1.80m x P 5m), Swimming pool.</p>
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Price F

 Deposit by variable housing

 Final cleaning optional

 Rental of household linen possible at the agency on reservation (sheets and
towels)

 Water and electricity consumption billed more from October to May 
<p>

 Optional cancellation insurance for 1€ !</p>

<p>
 Possibility to rent a WIFI Pocket (to order the booking)

 </p>

Price 2024
06/01 > 06/04
09/11 > 21/12

06/04 > 01/06
28/09 > 09/11

01/06 > 29/06
31/08 > 28/09
21/12 > 04/01

29/06 > 06/07
24/08 > 31/08

06/07 > 03/08 03/08 > 24/08

350.00 € 440.00 € 550.00 € 810.00 € 940.00 € 1050.00 €

Price 2025

Discount for period

 2 weeks booked = 15% offered > Offer applicable all year except
from 06/07/2024 to 24/08/2024

          
          


